
Supporting 
Question

Who was at fault for the Boston massacre?

Formative 
Performance Task

Analyze various points of view regarding the Boston massacre.  

Conceptual 
Understanding

7.3b - Stemming from the French and Indian War, the British government enacted and 
attempted to enforce new political and economic policies in the colonies. These policies 
triggered varied colonial responses, including protests and dissent

Content 
Specifications

7.3b.3 - Students will compare British and colonial patriot portrayals of the Boston 
Massacre, using historical evidence.

Sources CLASSROOM Version:

● Link to the Google Slides version of this document

DIGITAL Version:
● Historical Background Reading and Questions
● Primary Sources
● Graphic Organizer
● Exit Ticket

Teacher Resources:
● Charles Andrews, The Colonial Background of the American Revolution (Yale 

University Press, 1958) 
● John Ferling, A Leap in the Dark: The Struggle to Create the American Republic 

(New York: Oxford University press, 2003) 
● Pauline Maier, From Resistance to Revolution: Colonial Radicals and the 

Development of Opposition to Britain, 1765-1776 (New York: Norton & Co., 
1991) 

● Hiller Zobel, The Boston Massacre (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1996) 
● John W. Shy, Towards Lexington (Princeton University Press, 1965.

Social Studies 
Practices

Gathering, Interpreting and Using Evidence 
Comparison and Contextualization

Cooperative Learning - Close Reading - Assess Reliability - Build Historical Thinking Skills - Thinking Fun!

● These standards are specifically for New York State, however, you can swap out these and add your own. 
● These lessons plans are provided as a guide. You may need to adjust the way your implement these plans in your 

own classroom due to the time available or the skill level of your students. 



1. Assign the Historical Background either as homework, individually in class, or in groups.  I have 
included a simple PowerPoint/Google Slideshow with each of the questions to review with the 
students.  Depending on the strength of the class, I might write the answers on the board, or just go 
over the answers verbally.  The average student is able to complete the Historical Background within 
20 minutes.  This will vary more if students work individually, and it will take longer if the students 
work in groups. (20 min. - either as homework or in class)

  
2. Hand out the packet of documents and the Graphic organizer.  Model how to fill out the graphic 

organizer with the first document - the “Bloody Massacre.”  With this document, you can show the 
students how an author or artist might conceal information. (10 min.)

3. Have students answer the questions in the graphic organizer for each document, and then go over 
the document with the whole class.  Some of the students will then rotate groups each round. (30 
min. - divided between days if necessary)

4. In a 40 minute per. day class, the first day students discuss the historical background (if assigned for 
homework), and then will discuss at least two of the documents.  On the second day, the students 
discuss the remaining documents, and then start working on their exit ticket. 

NOTE:  In the exit ticket, I mention the acronym MEAL.  This helps to structure student writing so that 
it’s more analytical.  MEAL simply means - Main Idea, Evidence, Analysis and Link to claim.  

Cooperative Learning - Close Reading - Assess Reliability - Build Historical Thinking Skills - Thinking Fun!

Assign the Historical Background reading and questions. As one might see from the pacing guide, I have 
students complete parts 3 and 4 of the Mission:US game, and then answer the questions. Individual 
responses can be read through and checked, so may not be necessary to go through the questions 
collectively as a class. (40 min.)
  
Post the documents for students to view (in Google Classroom or another LWS system). Also, post the 
graphic organizer for students to edit by group. When assigning in Google Classroom, you can actually 
assign the same document more than once, and just assign it to different group members until all of the 
class has a group. Have students answer the questions in the graphic organizer for each document. (40 
min.) 

Discuss the documents as a whole. Ultimately, the goal is for students to see that the British soldiers 
were provoked into into shooting into the crowd. The ways in which you are able to hold discussion in 
your classroom vary wildly nowadays, so find the best set up for your classroom circumstances. I’ve 
written about three possible digital whiteboard here - 
https://peacefieldhistory.com/utilizing-virtual-whiteboards-in-your-digital-classroom/. You also might consider 
a Pear Deck or Nearpod forum. (20 min.) 

Assign the exit ticket for students to complete. (20 min.) 

 

https://peacefieldhistory.com/utilizing-virtual-whiteboards-in-your-digital-classroom/

